
Lightweight mesh upper provides superior breathability 
and flexibility. Scuff-proof reinforced toe vamp gives extra 
protection and durability. Synthetic leather saddle is engi-
neered to provide the best in motion control. Heel guard 
adds rear foot stability and heel protection. VaporTek liner 
keeps feet dry and fresh while wicking away unwanted 
moisture. Serpent-Tek technology in heel increases 
performance stability and minimizes pressure. Cushioned 
EVA insole provides plush comfort and solid balance. 
Combination TPU blade-pegs provide optimal traction. 
WEIGHT:  13.2 oz. 
Size: 6-12, 13, 14, 15
Color: #18044 Black #18046 Blue, #18047 Red, 
#18049 White
Reg. 104.99  Club Lax 94.49  Free w/315 Club Lax pts.
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[A] [B] [C]
[A] Warrior iCE DoGS • #17990

What’s cooler than being cool? Ice cold! What shoe 
is cooler than cool? Ice Dogs! These Warrior Ice Dogs 
are fresh, fierce and ready for casual chillin’ or hustlin’ on 
your grind. The upper is made of a plush synthetic materi-
al that’s nice and comfy but still holds up even against the 
big dogs. The durable cupped rubber outsole has an extra 
padded insert that takes your new favorite street shoe and 
turns it into your new favorite skate shoe, training shoe, 
driving shoe or lounging shoe. Don’t freeze when it comes 
to getting the hottest shoe to fit your cool lifestyle. 
WEIGHT: 16.3 oz.  Size: 7-11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Color:  Carolina/Navy
Reg. 89.99  Club Lax 80.99  Free w/270 Club Lax pts.

These shoes are fresh, fierce and ready for casual 
chillin’ or hustlin’ on your grind. The upper is made of 

a plush synthetic material that’s nice and comfy but still 
holds up even against the big dogs. The durable cupped 
rubber outsole has an extra padded insert that takes your 
new favorite street shoe and turns it into your new favorite 
skate shoe, training shoe, driving shoe or lounging shoe.
WEIGHT: 16.3 oz.   Size: 8-12, 13, 14
Color:  #26371 Brown, #26373 White/Navy/Orange, 
#26331 Plaid, #26372 White/Yellow/Purple,
#26332 White
Reg. 79.99  Club Lax 71.99  Free w/240 Club Lax pts.

[C] NikE SpEED TD  
Lightweight support. Synthetic leather for fit and 

comfort. Quilted toe box and breathable quarter panel. 
Poron inserts in key pressure zones in the sockliner for 
cushioning. Lightweight molded TPU Speed TD outsole 
for game-breaking moves on all surfaces.
WEIGHT: 10.6 oz.  Size: 9-13
Color: #15213 Black/White, #15215 White/Navy, 
#396237 White Black
Reg. 84.99  Club Lax 76.49  Free w/255 Club Lax pts.

[B] Warrior STrEakr 5/8 ShoE
Lightweight mesh-based upper provides superior 

breathability and increased speed. Reinforced toe vamp 
adds protection and product durability. Mesh based 
tongue enhances ventilation and flexibility. VaporTek liner 
keeps feet fresh and dry while wicking away excess mois-
ture. Cushioned EVA insole for balance and comfort. Dual-
lugged traction technology features diamond contoured 
lugs for acceleration and stopping, plus star shaped lugs 
for lateral movements. Lightweight TPU stability bar adds 
additional foot support. For use on dry grass and artificial 
turf surfaces. WEIGHT: 12.2 oz.
Size: 6.5-13, 14, 15
Color: #18067 White, #18071 Black
Reg. 74.99  Club Lax 67.49  Free w/225 Club Lax pts.

Brown, white/navy/orange, & 
white/yellow/PurPle

White
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